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In September, Schoeni Art Gallery is proud to present a series of exciting and colourful works 

by a young Bejing-based artist Qi Zhi Long to the audience of Hong Kong. The exhibition 

entitled Consumer Icons - Pop Art by Qi Zlti Long will be opened at the gallery on Thursday, 

1 September 1994 and the show will continue through Saturday, 1 October 1994. 

The Pop movement of the 1960's, originally emerged in Britain and greatly flourished by 
American artists. As Pop not only a part of the art history but also a cultural insight, it was 

intentionally mixed, mingling elements from politics, economic, social and culture and 

incorporating passages of artful brushwork. Thus, the result of the Pop was characterised by 

its multi-facets of culturalism (whether from tradition to pin-ball machine). The Chinese Pop, 

by contrast, is politically orientated. For instance, in the work of Qi Zhi Long, the artist 

employed method of commercial design technique, depicts stunning actresses, commercial 

girls, fashion models and political leader images, through the process of metonymic and 

metamorphic, the artist deliberately created multiple meanings in his works which 

deconstruncts the "ideology" of Chinese society today, namely, consumerism - the selling of 

consumer images. 

The uniqueness of Qi's style confirmed his status as one of the leading representative of the 

third generation artist after the Cultural Revolution. In the recent years, his works were also 

praised by international art critics and collectors alike, particularly in Hong Kong. 

In our effort in bringing exceptional quality of works to Hong Kong art collectors and lovers, 

despite two years of preparation, Schoeni art gallery is proud to announce Qi Zhi Long's first 

one man show to be launched in Hong Kong this September. Over 18 works which the artist 

had produced in the last three years will be on display. In addition to celebrate Qi's first one 

man show in Hong Kong, a catalogue will also be released in conjunction with the show. 

For more information, please contact Ms Martha Liew at the gallery. Tel: 869-8802. Fax: 

530-1791. The gallery is located at: SC, On Hing Building, 1 On Hing Terrace, Central,

Hong Kong. Opening Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 6: 30 p.m., Mondays to Saturdays.
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Qi Zhi Long ·s Consumer Icon No. 17 

BLOOD boils from Bntain to Beijing. The BBC is
unceremoniously evicted from Hong Kong satellite 

television screens. Politicians cry "foul" from all sides. 
And all because, believe it or not, Chairman Mao had an 
eye for pretty girls. 

If the entire controversy sounds a little bit petty,
then it probably is - but that has not stopped one of

g, China's emerging generation of 'Pop'artists from 
。� join ing in the fun with a new exhibition in Hong Kong.
;:: The curious, heated debace over whether or not
巳Mao happened to admire beautiful females is resolved 
。� once and for all by Qi Zhi Long, who depicts China's 
LU 
� long-dead Great Leader grinning from ear to ear in the 
器company of assorted beauties. 
� Qi, a 32 year-old graduate of Beijing's Central 
岂Academy of Fine Arts, one-time illustrator for the 
� People's Bank of China and the former lead singer in a 
� Chinese rock band, titles his exhibition Consumer 
� Icons. His intention is to reflect not only Mao's legendary

§? appreciation of the feminine form, but also China's 
LU �. modem obsession with consumerism and the mysterious 
目 ｀｀M_ao craze" sweeping the world's most populous 
j nation. 
� "I try to find the way for art today in a combination 
g of ideology, commercialization and materialism," he a: 
。
� explains.''The way to deal with any internal or external 
＜ 
� pressures is to create a fanciful and sexually bright
詰world."
� The Chinese art critic, Li Xianting, hails Qi as 
。

� "one of the most important" exponents of post-1989 
3 u5 political pop art in China. The paintings, he believes, 
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from Ch ina 

combine the western dimension of commercialism with 
the political icons of socialism, blended in a style of
"humor and absurdity."

Political pop-art has emerged in China alongside 
a popular revival of the Mao Zedong cult-the Moore, 
or "Mao Craze," as it is known in Chinese. 

Since the early 1990s, numerous Cu-ltural 
Revolution songs glorifying Mao have been recorded. 
Countless books about him have been published. Mao 
badges,e-appeared, along with his portrait on T-shirts. 
One restaurant serving f111gal fare as in the hard-up days 
of the Cultural Revolution has even opened in Beijing.

Li, a renowned critic, argues that "a more complex 
popular mentality has been at work in'political pop' 
than we have seen either in the Soviet Union or eastern 
Europe." The craze, he says, reflects a "Mao obsession 
that still haunts the popular psyche. It is an obsession 
that combines both a nostalgia for the simpler, less 
corrupt and more self-assured period of Mao's rule with 
a desire to appropriate Mao, the paramount god of the 
past, in ventures satirizing life and politics in 
contemporary China." 

The irony of political pop, he believes, "should be 
seen as an indication that contemporary Chinese art is 
releasing itself from the context of centralized ideology."

In this brave new world, political fixations are 
deconstructed. Everything, even Mao, is consumable. 

-Tim Metcalfe
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• Consumer Icons - Political Pop is exhibited at th�(/¢ni
� On Hing Terrace, Central until October I 
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